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Randy and Jamie Waters 
Despite the fact that the 
family of five is 
overcrowded in their two-
bedroom rental, the reason 
Randy and Jamie looked 
into the Habitat for 
Humanity homeownership 
program is because they 
want to put down roots in 
the community for their 
family. “To own our own 
home gives us a sense of 
stability and a sense of 
community. We can see 
how our community grows 
over the years and we can 
see the impact of the 

relationships we have developed,” says Randy. Not only that but Randy says owning a home 
probably would not have been possible until his kids were adults without Habitat for Humanity 
because of the expensive real estate market in Nashville. Also, Randy noted that a traditional 
mortgage doesn’t offer the same opportunity for community building that building with Habitat 
sponsors does. “We believe the Lord wants us, as a family, to be as fully integrated with our 
community as we can be.”  
 
Randy has worked as a locksmith since 2014 and Jamie works part-time for New Song Christian 
Academy and home schools their children. The couple have three children ranging in ages from 
11 to 4 years old. Monthly bills and costly car repairs  keep their budget tight so the couple are 
looking forward to Habitat’s budgeting classes to help plan for life. “As a sponsor, you’re investing 
not only in our family but you’re helping us to strengthen our community and their families for 
years. The process we’ve had to go through to be approved to build a Habitat home has been of 
immense value. Even to that point, we’ve learned more about homeownership than we 
expected.  The additional classes about financial stability and home maintenance will help 
prepare us for the long haul, not only for ourselves but also our kids. There are no other programs 
like Habitat, where neighbors help each other build the homes that they will spend their lives in,” 
said Randy. 



At A Glance: 
• The family of five is overcrowded in their two-bedroom rental. 
• Randy says owning a home probably would not have been possible until his kids were adults 
without Habitat for Humanity because of the expensive real estate market in Nashville. 
• Community building as an important aspect for Randy and Jamie: “There are no other 
programs like Habitat, where neighbors help each other build the homes that they will spend 
their lives in,” said Randy. 
 

 

 


